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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

A. Conclusions 

Having collected and analyzing the data, some conclusions are given below: 

1. All of the kinds of maxim were violated by OZ as the main character in 

the movie of OZ: the Great and Powerful. The total number of maxims 

which were violated is 38.  

2. The most dominant kind of maxim which was violated is the maxim of 

quantity 18 (48%). OZ violated the maxim of quantity as the main 

character more than the other violated maxim. It shows that he gives more 

information because he was afraid if his true story will be opened.  

3. The implication from violating the maxim of quantity made by OZ is full 

of tricky. Every times he violated this maxims, he got some implication in 

his mind, whether it is only on plans, tricks, way and reason. He is smart 

person to make the other characters believe in him. 

4. The context of situation from violating maxim of quantity made by OZ is 

when he met his friends like Glinda and Finley, he always telling the truth 

about his life with his friends, even though with his new friend. 

Otherwise, when having a conversation with the other characters like 

Evanora and Theodora, OZ always finding the reason or giving more 
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information to covering his true story. It shows that OZ is really care 

about his friends.  

B. Suggestions 

Having conducted a research about an analysis of violated maxim, it is useful 

to consider the following suggestions: 

1. Understanding the maxim would help people when conducted a 

conversation whether as speaker or hearer. By using some maxim is 

helpful for someone who wants to give adequate information in his 

speaking or creating a variety of maxim used in conversation. 

2. It’s suggested that not only the students but also everyone should have a 

good knowledge of the use of maxim to avoid the violated maxim because 

not every person know the implication or the context of situation of the 

violated maxim. 

 

 


